
1 – IRONDRYERS           
Aeolus IronDryers are the first appliances able to make easy and comfortable drying and ironing (IronDrying) 
of shirts, blouses, polo shirts, trousers and jeans all in once. 

Its exclusively patented system of warm air jet allows to dry quickly, automatically and in complete safety, all 
types of clothes to carry out one of the most uncomfortable, tiring and expensive domestic and professional 
work of ironing and drying. 

Different versions of IronDryer are designed to meet specific needs: domestic use, semi-professional use 
(small companies such as farmhouses and B&B), professional use (ironing or laundry centers) and industrial 
use (industrial laundries). The differences between home and professional devices are a greater power and 
the use of materials that must withstand a deeper mechanical stress. All products comply with the regulations 
on home safety and Health & Safety at work. 

The quality of the ironing is perfect in every case (better than the traditional steam-iron or the laundry 
service). For best results, the shirts must still be damp to prevent wrinkles on the fabric. 

IronDryer is very easy to use: 

- The damp garment must be placed on the dummy after the washing machine spin has ended (if using the 
dryer, select the "easy ironing" mode which leaves the garment damp without drying it completely). 

- A flow of hot air is introduced underneath the shirt. The air dries and irons the shirt. 

Usually 5-6 shirts are enough to learn how the device works, considering that the procedure is similar to 
"dressing a doll". 

Videos are also available on this site. 

IronDryers is an essential aid for ironing and drying comfortably shirts, blouses, polo shirts, work clothes in 
linen, cotton, flannel, silk, mixed, with sizes from XS to XXXXL, long or short sleeves, regular or slim fit, with 
Italian, French, Korean, semi-French or inverted collar. 

- Pants and shorts from size XS to XXXXL in light cotton, wool, velvet, jeans. 

Advantages 

The IronDryer has many advantages compared to the steam iron and to the classic household tumble-dryer: 

1 - IT GIVES YOU EXTRA FREE TIME: you can easily leave the mannequin turned on, while watching TV or 
doing your housework. 

2 – IT REDUCES YOUR EFFORT: IronDryer irons automatically even the most tough and difficult fabric such 
as linen and cotton and you don't need to hang up garments anymore. 

3 – IT SAVES YOU MONEY: compared to the cost of a professional laundry service. 

4 – IT NCREASES FABRICS DURABILITY: fabrics are gently dried and ironed at low temperatures (around 55 
°C): with this method, fabric's fibers last longer because lesser stressed by the iron's hot steam (about 180°C) 
and they are not ruined by an intensive tumble-dryer use. 

5 - HEALTH & SAFETY & REDUCTION OF RISKS: IronDryers reduces greatly the risk accidents: Its 
technology avoids wrinkles, scorch, shiny reflections, ruined buttons and burns on fabrics and it is safer than a 
classic steam iron especially for children. 

6 – IT INCREASES YOUR COMFORT by wearing a dried and ironed garment only few minutes after washing. 
IronDryer reduces all the problems connected with dampness and lack of space at home when using the 
traditional drying rack. 

7 - INDEPENDENCE FROM WEATHER CONDITIONS (rain, cold or humidity), which increase the drying 
times, IronDryer also avoids your clothes being in contact with the smog of the city when drying. 

8 - NICE AND EASY VERTICAL IRONING: thanks to an inflatable support, everyone can easily iron in vertical 
position and without experience in ironing. 



With the function “COLD AIR” you can fresh-up jackets, heavy jackets, parkas, coats and overcoats. 

IronDryer can also be used as a fan-heater with a 360° heat diffusion, thanks to its practicality and safety. All 
the IronDryers are provided with specific accessories to stretch and to iron shirt cuffs and collars, (but the 
user can also decide not to use them and do a few seconds revision at the end of the irondrying with the 
steam iron.) 

Please see below the specifications of all IronDryers models: 

1) DOMESTIC USE 

2) SEMI-PROFESSIONAL (230 Volts - suitable for domestic use) 

3) PROFESSIONAL (230 Volts – suitable for domestic use) 

4) SELF-SERVICE MODELS (for coin-operated launderette) 

 
Domestic Use 

The Model “Family2” SA01 INOX (1.500 watt) is specifically designed for shirts while the model 
SA04 INOX (1.500 watt) allows to iron-dry shirts and trousers. The model “Leonardo” SA05 iron-
dries shirts and trousers and adds wheels at its base together with its pneumatic height-regulation 
and its increased engine power (1.550 watt) to reduce iron-drying times compared to the model 
SA04 INOX. The energy-saver models are the Iron-dryer SA03 (for shirts) and SA10 (for trousers) 
with a consume of 1.300 watt/h instead of 1.500 watt/h of standard models. A slightly longer iron-
Drying time is compensated by a smaller CO2 emission and a lower electric bill. The model SA04 
RE, ideal for both shirts and trousers include 4 wheels for an easier movement and a lower energy 
consumption (1300 watt/h). 

Semi-Professional Use 

Clients often require tools designed for a more intense use compared to the domestic one, (up to 
50-60 shirts per week). 

To meet our guest needs we are delighted to present Leonardo SA06 INOX and Leonardo Steam 
SA18. The model SA06 INOX (1650 Watt) allows to iron-dry shirts and trousers and it is equipped 
with his own support-base, height regulation and wheels. “Leonardo Steam” model SA18 
(2900Watt) allows to iron-dry shirts and trousers. This model has a solid 18/10 steel structure, it is 
provided with wheels and energy-saving copper boiler with anti-scale heating element, equipped 
with a professional steam brush. The steam brush is essential to sanitise, refresh and iron garments 
such as as jackets, overcoats, shirts, general garments and fabric objects (carpets, curtains, blankets, 
tapestry, …) by keeping them vertically or on an ironing board. 

Professional Use 

If your business requires to cope with up to 500-600 shirts per week, these are the models that 
match your requirements: 

- Ironman C type SA11 for shirts (2,000 watts) 

- Ironman P type SA12 for trousers (2,000 watts) 

- Ironman RD type SA13 for coveralls, long dresses, overalls, shirts (2,100 watts) 

- Ironman Steam type SA19 for shirts and trousers (3,650 watts) 

Compared to those for domestic use, these professional models feature: 

- a more powerful heating element to reduce iron-drying times. 

- increased pressure and a more durable engine 



- enhanced quality of the mannequin, necessary for an intensive use 

The "Ironman Steam" type SA19 model also is equipped with an energy-saver copper boiler with 
anti-scale resistor, and a professional steam brush that can sanitize, cool and iron clothes, vertically 
or on an ironing board, such as jackets, overcoats, shirts, general clothing and fabric objects 
(carpets, curtains, blankets, tapestries, ...). 

Self Service and Coin-Operated Launderettes 

A special line of semiprofessional (Leonardo and Happy 2) and professional (Ironman) mannequins is 
designed for self-services business and coin-operated launderettes.  

- Leonardo Self type SA07 for shirts and trousers (1.700 watt) 

- Ironman C Self type SA14 for shirts (2.050 watt) 

- Ironman P type SA15 for trouser (2.050 watt) 

- Happy 2 Self type SA16 for shirts and trousers (1.800 watt) 

- Happy 2 Self type SA17 for shirts and trousers with coin-operated machine (1.850 watt). All the 
Iron-Dryers features are engineered in order to comply with the strictest safety regulations that law 
establishes for business activity. Every iron dryer comes with a 5 years warranty (from the date of 
purchase) and it is produced and distributed by Aeolus H&P all over the world. Aeolus customer 
care Team is available for any information or query you may have. 

 


